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New 60-megahertz antenna array
for radio echo sounding

One of the five new aeroplanes (LC-130, Hercules no.
159131) purchased by the National Science Foundation for
antarctic research has been equipped as a remote sensing
aircraft. The main remote sensing application has been the
radio echo sounding of the inland ice, carried out
cooperatively by the NSF, the Scott Polar Research Institute
(sPRI), and the Technical University of Denmark (TuD).
Soundings previously had been made using an older aero-
plane; most of its radar equipment could be transferred to the
new one, but a new antenna system for the 60-megahertz
radar had to be constructed to fit the new wing configuration.

The antenna system is in principle an array of dipoles sus-
pended one quarter of a wavelength (i.e., 1.25 meters) below
the wing of the aeroplane using the lower surface as a refle-
tor. Thus, the radiation beam is directed toward the ice sur-
face. Since each wing of the aeroplane has 16 hard points
(from the outer engine nacelle and outward) and each dipole
needs only 4 hard points, several configurations are possible.
The following configurations were selected:

1. Four dipoles ina linear array mounted on the right
wing transverse to the flight direction.

2. Four dipoles in a linear array with two dipoles mounted
on each of the wings in the outer positions (i.e., with a large
distance between the two parts).

3. Two dipoles in a linear array mounted on the right wing
at the inner position transverse to those above so that cross-
polarized reflected signals may be received.
The figure shows configurations 2 and 3 mounted on the
aircraft.

The antenna arrays are used in connection with a pulse
radar system with pulse lengths as small as 60 nanoseconds
(Gudmandsen et al., 1975). Therefore, a wide frequency
bandwidth of the array is a major design criterion; the present
arrays have a bandwidth of 50-70 megahertz (voltage stand-
ing wave ratio less than 1.6). As previous experience
(Christensen etal., 1970) indicated that this could be achieved
by forming the dipole arms as wide plates parallel to the wing
surface and by proper foreshortening of their length. Also, the
balance-to-unbalance transformers are made very wide-band
and are adjusted so that a full match is obtained at the center
frequency of 60 megahertz, thereby minimizing ringing on
the long antenna cable between the electronic equipment in
the aircraft and the antenna. A special four-way power split-
ter was constructed. The system was designed to carry 10-
kilowatt peak power pulses and a mean power of 250 watts.

60-megahertz dipole antenna system mounted on NSF'S C-130
Hercules aircraft (photographed at Sonderstrom Air Base,
Greenland during the 1978 campaign of the Greenland Ice
Sheet Program). (One system consists of four dipoles
transverse to the flight direction, two dipoles on each wing.
This system is used for transmission as well as reception.
Another system consists of two dipoles mounted In the flight
direction and used for simultaneous reception of cross-
polarized reflected signals. The aircraft also is equipped with
a 300-megahertz sounder with an antenna array mounted on
the left wing next to the outer engine nacelle, but not visible

on this photograph.)

The dipoles and the supporting struts were given a sym-
metrical airfoil shape to reduce drag and to give well-defined
lift characteristics. A balsawood/glassfiber reinforced epoxy
resin technique normal in glider design was used, the dipole
plates being imbedded in the balsawood. Being slender, the
struts are structural and vibrational critical and were
designed from a stiffness criterion in order to get a high reso-
nance frequency. The structure of the struts was based on a
balsawood/Keviar fiber rovinges/epoxy resin layout with a
thin outer layer and diagonally woven glassfiber cloth. This
layout almost doubles the resonance frequency of a normal
glassfiber layout.

All metal brackets joining the antenna component and fix-
ing them to the wing were designed for a very low stress level
to give them a high fatigue life. Furthermore, ball joints were
used in all junctions to get well-defined load paths.

The antenna system was mounted on the wing in con-
figuration 1 and used during the 1977-78 antarctic season. It
operated during about 150 hours of sounding with only
minor difficulties. One bracket failed because of material
defects and a bolt in the strut behind the outer propeller was
replaced frequently. In a later flight over Greenland this strut
broke under heavy turbulence. Although no conclusive ex-
planation of this problem has been established, the cause pro-
bably is that this particular strut, being placed in the propeller
slipstream, has a resonance frequency too close to the pro-
peller beat frequency, thus experiencing forced vibrations
through all or most of its flight time. Observation of this from
the aircraft is difficult because the strut is hidden by the pylon
tank. The strut is now being redesigned.

The installation of the antenna system and the necessary
cables in the wings was done in cooperation with Maurice
Hamm and Sam Schoenhals of the Naval Weapons Center,
China Lake, California. This work was funded by National
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Science Foundation grant DPP 76-82431 and by the Ministry
for Greenland.
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Public Works Department, Deep
Freeze 78
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Fifty-two Public Works Department personnel were
deployed on the winter fly-in (wINFLY) to McMurdo in late
August 1977. Reaching the ice on 2 September, their primary
project was construction of the annual ice runway and con-
necting road system. Location and siting of the annual ice
runway was complicated by the first occurrence of 3-year ice
since inception of Air Force C-141 airplane operations in
Antarctica.

After investigation of six sites, the runway was finally lo-
cated 2 miles southwest of McMurdo. Although construction
was severely delayed by the search for an adequate location,
the runway and roads were completed in time for the
scheduled station opening on 8 October.

A second significant project accomplished on the WINFLY
was the construction of facilities to support the television
studio in building 155. Early completion of this project
enabled the contractor to install equipment and the system to
be operational early in the season. The opening of McMurdo
Station proper proceeded on schedule. There were fewer
water distribution problems than in previous years; during
the previous winter, major distribution lines had been left
charged with the heat tape on, so there were fewer broken
lines to repair on WINFLY. Some areas of chronic problems at
the end of the long distribution line runs did prove
troublesome again, however, and complete water distribution
service to all buildings was not accomplished until several
weeks into the operating season.

The first attempt since Deep Freeze 75 to occupy Williams
Field early in the season was less successful. Although
facilities were made ready for occupancy during WINFLY,
storms continually delayed the actual occupancy of the
berthing buildings. Even after the camp had been occupied
completely, a particularly severe storm forced the nearly total
evacuation of Williams Field for 3 weeks. One of the most
serious problems was the repeated failure of the electrical
power production generators. However, changes were made
to generator housing to improve ventilation and decrease
snow accumulation during bad weather, and it is expected

that these problems will be alleviated during subsequent
seasons.

In addition to the routine functions that consume most of
the productive effort at McMurdo (i.e., electrical and water
production and distribution, building maintenance, boiler
and heater maintenance and operation, and surveying and
engineering services), the Public Works Department worked
on several significant projects during the season.

A 90,000-gallon (340,000 liters) fuel farm was constructed
in the vicinity of Scott Base. In addition to providing an
emergency cache for Scott Base, the fuel farm greatly
simplified the operation of supplying fuel to Williams Field.
The Transportation Division constructed an elevated snow
"super highway" from Scott Base to Williams Field. The
road was not put into service during this season but has been
allowed to age-harden over the winter. With proper mainte-
nance, the road should provide superb accessibility to
Williams Field for at least 3 years. The Public Works areas in
and around McMurdo Station were cleaned up, and more
than 50 pieces of construction equipment were surveyed and
retrograded from the McMurdo Station "bone yard," greatly
improving the appearance of the station.

Since the deactivation of the nuclear power generating
unit at McMurdo, the stand-by power plant has provided all
electrical power in McMurdo. Age and use have taken their
toll of these six generators. To allow an extensive mainte-
nance program during the winter, and to provide reliable
back-up electrical power, a 750-kilowatt mobile utilities sup-
port equipment packaged generator was obtained from Navy
assets and delivered on the annual resupply ship. The unit
was sited, installed, and operational before the end of the
season.

Additionally, a 500-kilowatt Caterpillar generator ob-
tained from the Navy excess list during the preceding sum-
mer was delivered and installed at building 155 to provide
emergency power for that facility.

The Public Works Department also provided personnel
and equipment support for the French party at Dome
CHARLIE and personnel to operate and maintain the refueling
camp at Byrd Station.

Ship offload proceeded normally. The ice wharf suffered
less damage from the ship's overboard discharge than in pre-
vious years and is expected to last several more seasons. This
operating season was one of the safest and most productive in
the history of the Navy's participation in antarctic research.
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Three icebreakers operated in the Antarctic this season in
support of the U.S. Antarctic Research Program. Two,

[Commander Eckman, U.S. Coast Guard, is the Coast Guard
Liaison Officer to Deep Freeze and the Support Force's Ship Opera-
tions Officer.
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